
40’ STEEL RIG MAT

Our steel frame rig mats are built to support heavy equipment with maximum stability on critical 
lifts. We have just re-engineered our steel mats to stop any chance of the mat twisting. Our new 
design now features more steel and less wood. They are designed to be stronger and lighter than 
other steel mats, and have been engineered to resist cracking and warping. We organized a brilliant 
team of engineers and designers to construct a steel mat for our client that went above and beyond 
the current market offering. After years of development, we have a design that is flexible in use and 
outlasts the competition.
While our clients still often choose to utilize hardwood inserts in the steel mats - for the sake of 
weight or to use their own timber - our patented door system allows companies to renew the mats 
and reuse them for years to come. This saves not only money, but also time. Simply open the door, 
replace the broken piece of decking, bolt the door and get back to work. We accomplished this 
while also decreasing the weight per mat allowing more on the trucks between moves.

STEEL RIG MAT WITH WOOD INSERTS

11900 x 2200 x 150 mm
39’ x 7’ x 5.9”

INTERLOCKING

APPLICATION 
ENVIRONMENT

DIMENSIONS WEIGHT

MATERIAL

MAT FEATURES

Designed to make land reclamation easy 
with no preparation needed over sand, 
grass, mud, dirt, and common on-site 
issues such as Muskeg

2120 KG
4674 LBS

Four beam steel frame with hardwood or 
softwood inserts (multiple insert options 
available)

Winchable Ends + D-Ring 
Lifting Shackles

Ear to ear connectivity
Custom connections available

DECKING 
INTERCHANGE 
SYSTEM
Patented door system 
allows for easy change 
of panel materials, 
extending the life of 
the mat

STRONG STEEL 
FRAME DESIGN

LESS BENDING/
WARPING

INNOVATIVE 
DOOR SYSTEM 

LIFTING HOOKS


